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Abstract
The tourism industry in Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic is dominated by foreign
enterprise. Given the history of colonization in the Dominican Republic, the social dynamics in
the tourism industry are imperialist by nature. This thesis seeks to understand how tourist maps
are used to assimilate tourists into the social dynamics of Puerto Plata. To do this, it unravels
existing literature on tourism in the Caribbean, the nature of the tourism industry in the
Dominican Republic as well as its foreign benefactors, and foundational works on the
sociological aspects of tourism.
This paper uses a mixed content discourse analysis studying eight maps and
incorporating theory from tourism studies regarding tourist enclaves and neo-Marxist enclosure
theory. The analysis focuses on the ways in which tourist enclosures and tourist enclaves
intersect and diverge, the commodification of Dominican land and culture, and the ways in
which mainstream institutional tourists interact with the tourism industry.
The findings of this paper are that tourist maps seek to assimilate tourists into the existing
exploitative dynamics of capitalism and imperialism. By normativizing and glamorizing these
violent and destructive processes, tourists are lulled into complacency. This may have lasting
effects on the popular narrative surrounding economic imperialism in the Dominican Republic
because maps are a trusted source of information for tourists and in visiting the country, they
become eyewitnesses to these social processes with the authority to describe what they saw to
their family, friends, and co-workers.

Introduction
The Dominican Republic in the eyes of many is an exciting tropical paradise. People are drawn
here by palm trees, numerous beaches, bars, and promises of beautiful women. A socialist country that
shares a border with Haiti on the island of Hispaniola, the Dominican Republic has an incredible amount
of tourist enterprises which are mainly owned by foreign investors. Upon arriving at the airport,
foreigners with few exceptions are required to pay $10 in either Euros or USD for a “tourist card” in order
to officially enter the country. They do not accept the Dominican peso. There is a tax for noncitizens and
nonresidents who overstay their welcome in the Dominican Republic. This tax is mainly targeted at
Americans and Europeans who stay in the Dominican Republic for longer than 30 days. According to the
Ministry of Tourism, to stay less than three months but more than one month one must pay RD2,500
(about $44USD) upon leaving. To stay between 12 and 18 months, one must pay RD6,500 (about
$114USD).
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This policy provides the Dominican government with a flow of income that is as constant as the
stream of tourists they fly in. Regardless of the foreign involvement in the tourism industry or the amount
of taxes they are required to pay or excused from paying, the government will always make money from
the very presence of tourists. As much as we rely on the Caribbean to be a tourist destination, the
Caribbean relies on tourists as one of their main sources of income. Both the government and residents
alike have grown reliant on the tourism industry in the Dominican Republic. However, there is an obvious
downside to a country being reliant on an industry driven by foreign investment. This is especially true
when this country has a long history of being colonized.
Once leaving the airport and settling down at their accommodations, most tourists are handed a
map. This map might detail the hotel’s amenities, illustrate restaurants nearby, or even explain how to get
to the nearest beach. The important thing about these maps is that they are a trusted source of
communication to tourists from the people who are responsible for their shelter and safety. The people
who hand out these maps are the people who tourists trust most on the island.
This paper seeks to bridge the gaps between tourist studies literature on tourist enclaves and
enclosure theory. These terms are two sides of the same coin and I use both in my arguments. In this
thesis, I sought to understand what tourist maps communicate with tourists about social dynamics. I found
that maps are used to assimilate institutional tourists into positions which are complacent in the processes
of capitalism and imperialism. I argue that maps marketed to tourists in Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic
normativize and glamorize the exploitative nature of capitalism and imperialism within the tourism
industry.
First, I examine my positionality in an attempt to be transparent about my relationship to this
research and the power dynamics involved. Then, I review the literature involving tourism in the area,
tourism and its relationship to the people who live there, tourism studies, and Marxist analytical
approaches to tourism. I then review each map and its origin. After this, I discuss the nuances between
tourism studies literature on Tourist Enclaves and neo-Marxist literature on Enclosure. Next, I discuss the
maps through each lens. I also explore how tourists become complacent in the processes of capitalism and
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imperialism as a result of these maps. I nuance this discussion by delving into the kind of tourist that does
not become complacent with those processes and the kind of maps that they are given. Finally, I review
the economic ramifications of imperialism in the industry and conclude.

Literature Review
Tourism in the Caribbean
Much of modern tourism literature has been informed by Jamaica Kincaid’s A Small
Place (1988). This short creative nonfiction piece answers a call from many sociologists and
critics of sociology to decenter western perspectives and recenter voices from the global south.
In her work, Kincaid describes Antigua and the way that colonization is still present through the
tourist industry. Antigua is also a Caribbean region and for this reason, people who write on
tourism in the Dominican Republic find themselves in conversation with this literature. In
“Beyond Sun and Sand: Caribbean Environmentalisms,” Marian Miller discusses the
commodification of culture and the natural environment in Jamaica (2006). She writes that not
only does the tourism industry damage the environment by contributing to excess waste, the use
of valuable resources, jeopardizing wetlands and requiring copious construction, but it also
degrades their culture. By creating a cultural narrative that is palatable to the white tourist gaze,
the Jamaican tourism industry perpetuates and exports a one-dimensional imperialist-centered
version of Jamaican culture. Amalia Cabezas has written extensively on the exploitation of land
and labor by the tourism industry in the Caribbean, focusing on the social ramifications in Cuba
and the Dominican Republic (2004; 2006; 2008)
The sexual exploitation of native residents by foreigners has a legacy in the Caribbean
dating back to the colonization by the Spanish which started in 1492 and ended in 1795 due to
the cessation of the Dominican Republic to the French (Cabezas, 2004; Cruz, 2014). Now,
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capitalists sexualize the labor of Dominican tourist workers both formally and informally by
encouraging employees to appear sexually or romantically available and allowing relations
between hotel guests and staff (Cabezas, 2008; Cabezas, 2006).
The tourism industry has affected the Dominican agriculture industry by increasing labor
competition and the value of land (O’Ferral, 1991). While wages are higher, land value is also
higher thereby increasing both the need for and cost of agricultural products. Agriculture is a
historically important industry for the Dominican Republic, representing an ability to be
independent. In 1947 after establishing an agricultural bank intended to finance rural
development, the Dominican government was able to pay off a $10 million loan from the United
States (Khan, 2010). Academics have documented the amount of control that foreigners and
multinational corporations have over the tourism industry and the Dominican Republic (Cabezas,
2008). Tourism originally started growing in the 1960s due to the fact that tourism does not need
much initial investment when natural resources already exist. This is in comparison to other
industries such as manufacturing and technology. In 1971, the Central Bank invited the World
Bank to invest in tourism development. Since then, the World Bank has contributed a total of
$78.5 million dollars directly into tourist infrastructure, including $48.5 million dollars into
projects specific to Puerto Plata (World Bank, n.d.).

World Bank Project Title

Loan Amount

Year Approved

Puerto Plata Tourism Project

USD$21 million

1974

Tourism Project

USD$25 million

1979

Wastewater Disposal in Tourism Centers

USD$5 million

2000
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USD$27.5 million

2009

Data pulled from World Bank Projects and Operations

Academics have researched the extent to which local residents benefit from the tourist
industry. There is a general agreement both qualitatively and quantitatively that although the
industry is developing, the Dominican tourism labor force does not benefit much from this
growth (Cabezas, 2008; Leon, 2007). This is because the people who benefit directly from the
growth of the industry are the people who own the companies involved. As previously stated, the
industry is largely dominated by wealthy multinational corporations that are based in Europe or
North America.

The above chart shows the percentage of Puerto Plata hotels and resorts owned by each
country. This data comes from a sample of about half of the hotels listed by the Ministry of
Tourism. While a little over one-fifth of hotels in Puerto Plata are owned by Dominicans, the
majority are owned by foreigners. The foreigners with the largest portion of hotels are
Americans, owning about a third of the industry. This chart does not account for the percentage
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of revenue earned by each hotel. If it did, the percentages might look drastically different. For
example, more than half of the American owned resorts and all of the Spanish owned resorts are
owned by multinational corporations. They likely operate at a much larger scale than the
Dominican owned resorts, none of which operate outside of the Dominican Republic.
Dominicans who are employed by multinational corporations often have a hard time
climbing the corporate ladder and instead earn small hourly wages at lower or entry-level
positions. There is also gender inequality and the tourism industry. The majority of the tourism
labor force in the Dominican Republic are young women who only make 68 percent of what
their male counterparts make (Cabezas, 2008). The reason for this is possibly twofold. Women
are often seen as domestic and servile, which is advantageous in finding a job in a hotel or
restaurant. However, they are still seen as less valuable and therefore paid less. This inequality is
exacerbated by the fact that Dominican tourism workers on average make less than the national
average salary (Cabezas, 2008). Women are also nearly absent from upper-level positions despite
the fact that they make up most of the workforce.
Despite this, the quantitative study done by Yolanda Leon on the impact of tourism on
rural communities in the Dominican Republic indicates that women still feel like they materially
benefit from tourism and that the opportunities they are afforded in this industry give them the
uncommon opportunity for economic independence and to become the head of their household
(Leon, 2007). Although workers do make a relatively low wage, they are able to work in a clean
environment as opposed to someone who does manual labor in agriculture or construction. This
contributes to a high job satisfaction rate and family members who are proud of the better life
their relative has obtained. There are also many environmental concerns associated with the
tourism industry (Ripton, 2013). These concerns are often overlooked due to corruption in local
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government. There exists a sentiment that locals are being sacrificed for economic interests that
do not serve them.

Tourism Studies
Tourists have already been written about at length in tourism studies, an offshoot of
sociological studies. According to Erik Cohen’s Toward a Sociology of International Tourism,
tourists can be split into four groups: organizing mass tourists, individual mass tourists,
explorers, and drifters (1972). Organized mass tourists are the least adventurous and are mostly
confined to their tourist bubble. The individual mass tourist may plan slightly less, but their
arrangements are still made through tourist agencies. Although they are not bound to a group,
they are still bound to their bubbles. Explorers and drifters seek to venture away from tourist
enclaves and experience that which mass tourists may not. Mass tourism can also be called
institutionalized tourism.
The main purpose of mass tourism is visiting attractions (Cohen, 1972). While many
people see some attractions as sights that local residents also frequent, attractions are often
groomed and manipulated to make them suitable to the tourist gaze. This makes them less
suitable for people who live nearby. The transformation of the attractions world-wide has
brought a uniformity to the tourist experience.
Many champion ecotourism as different from institutionalized tourism by celebrating the
practice for protecting the natural environment and local people. Eco-tourism is the practice of
visiting a destination expressly for its feeling of untouchedness (Weaver, 1993; Fritsch &
Johannsen, 2004). Eco-tourism places emphasis on respecting the natural state of both land and
people. Eco-tourists are likely what Cohen would have considered part of the explorer category
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of tourists (1972). However, these explorers also place ecotourism in a vacuum and ignore the
capitalist and imperialist contexts in which the tourism industry as a whole exists.
Sociologists do often question how much freewill tourists actually have (MacCannell,
2011). Michel Foucault has written at length about power relationships and in his work, he
discusses the relationship between a gazer and the object of their gaze (as cited in MacCannell,
2011). In “The Tourist’s Gaze”, Urry does not deny these relationships, but argues that tourist
attractions frame specific narratives about the land and people and that tourists have the ability to
resist those narratives. He argues that attractions are meant to give tourists something to talk
about when they return home and sharpen an ego that has been dulled from the repetitive and
unexciting events of daily life. He also discusses that what tourists see is curated with intention
(Urry, 1992). There are two kinds of pollution that would make a landscape “inappropriate” for a
curated tourist view. The first is technology inconsistent with the landscape, such as a factory on
a river or farm buildings in a science park. The second is physical pollution or the appearance of
physical pollution, such as air and water pollution. The third is “social pollution”, which is the
presence of individuals who the common tourist would see as unsafe, such as poor or homeless
people, prostitutes, or too many other tourists. While some tourist groups may seek out these
things, they are incompatible with institutional tourist narratives and often hidden from view. In
the paper “Between Space and Time: Reflections on the Geographical Imagination,” David
Harvey argues that social processes play a role in the curation of urban spaces (1990). Using a
materialist and Marxist approach, he discusses the ways in which capitalism has a hand in
changing spaces over periods of time. This work does not mention tourism specifically but is
widely applicable to all Western and Western-influenced geographic spaces. This work is crucial
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for understanding that capital and its accumulation greatly effects the way that geography
develops.
Although not receiving nearly enough attention in the academic realm, tourist enclaves
have generally been described as developments in which tourists are able to access lodging,
facilities, attractions, and sometimes transportation from a single host at a single price
(Wineaster, 2011; Bahattin, Beykan & Rabia, 2012). All-inclusive resorts are prime examples of
tourist enclaves. They often provide transportation to and from the airport, lodging, food, and on
and off-site attractions. According to a study done in southern Turkey published in 2015 by two
professors at Leeds Metropolitan University and one private sector development specialist, allinclusive models favor large scale development rather than sustainability, negatively impact
marginalized local communities, and contribute to a large amount of economic leakage in
holiday destinations (Mitchell, Font & Li, 2015).
While the tourist bubble is an observed phenomenon, numerous writers emphasize that
not all tourists or leisure travelers are contained within this bubble (Urry, 1992; Crick, 1989).
Similar to the tourist gaze, there are ways that tourists can intentionally break out of the tourist
bubble and look away from whatever is being curated for their view. Similarly, ecotourists may
exist in a unique bubble which allows them to practice their idea of sustainability without
experiencing the inevitable human emissions that their tourism creates (Carrier & MacLeod,
2005).

Methodology
This thesis relies on a mixed content discourse analysis. In order to properly
contextualize the information presented in these maps, I am using previous studies and academic
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research. Most of the research used revolves around tourist enclaves, enclosure theory, and
tourism in the Caribbean. By situating these maps within larger academic discourse, I am able to
connect all of these subjects and tie them to media that has been given directly to tourists. When
tourists are assimilated into existing social dynamics through these maps, it's important to
understand that these dynamics don't exist in a vacuum. They are social dynamics that have been
extensively written about by countless sociologists.
This thesis uses various maps obtained on the internet. I chose the maps based on
relevance to the study, the main audience of the maps, and the prominence of the maps on the
internet. All of the maps chosen are easily accessible on the web and are directed at tourists who
are thinking about staying, or are currently staying, in the city of Puerto Plata, Dominican
Republic. Maps came from websites run by institutions meant to promote tourism and from
institutions that directly profit from tourism. These were chosen because they are some of the
most interesting looking and content-rich maps available on search indexes. The analysis focuses
less on tourists and more how the landscape is framed for tourist consumption. This is a very
important distinction because it shifts the blame of exploitation, which can be quite a dirty word,
from consumers to capitalists.
Throughout this research I have examined my positionality in the Dominican Republic.
While I am a brown person who has been traveling back and forth between the Dominican
Republic and the United States since I was fourteen years old, I am still an American. The desire
for information to be readily accessible through technology could be easily argued as an
imperialist desire. The fact that I am engaging in any sort of scholarship could be argued as
imperialist.
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There is literature on intellectual, or epistemic, imperialism. Syed Hussein Atalas defines
intellectual imperialism as “the domination of one people by another in their world of thinking”
and argues that it runs parallel to economic imperialism (2000: 25). Social sciences actively
participate in epistemic imperialism simply because the hegemonic theories that the disciplines
are based on are Eurocentric (Mentan, 2015). Other intellectuals argue that decentering the
global north epistemologies and including voices and perspectives from other regions will help
to decolonize the production of global knowledge (Darian-Smith, McCarty, 2017; Patel, 2020).
This means that while this research has the potential to contribute to intellectual imperialism, it
also has the potential to decolonize global knowledge by producing literature that decentralizes
western perspectives.
Numerous theorists have been able to ground their writing on tourism in anti-capitalist,
anti-imperialist frameworks. Marxism is a very popular anti-capitalist theory which highlights a
class power struggle (Rockmore, 2008). Karl Marx’s work is grounded mostly in England, which
is where the beginnings of the Industrial Revolution and of modern capitalism lie. In his
writings, Marx argues that capitalism is harmful to both the capitalist and the worker. He says
that in this system, a worker’s value in society is reduced to their ability to work. In the capitalist
production of commodities, man also becomes a commodity. Marx argues that capitalism is not
the final evolution of society, but a historical phase that will eventually pass. Karl Marx uses a
dialectical approach hinging on Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel’s framework for the critique of
class and capitalism (Fuchs, 2019). Hegel argues that the world is contradictory and in it are
contradictory phenomena. Sometimes the relationships between these phenomena can be
sublated so that new relations can emerge. As Marx used this approach, he also criticized it and
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modified it to suit his own philosophy. He employed it to fully develop an understanding of class
struggle and antagonism.
Neo-Marxist theorists draw on classical Marxist understanding of imperialism to develop
a dependency theory (Bianchi, 2011). Various dependency theorists argue that there is an
unequal exchange of resources between countries involved in the tourism industry (as cited by
Bianchi, 2011:7). Dependency theory is useful in understanding perceived hierarchies between
nations and the ways in which capitalism allows certain nations to exploit less industrially
developed regions. Dependency theorists argue that there are two poles in the world. Nations are
either in the center, or the metropolis, or on the periphery. The center exploits the periphery,
causing large amounts of wealth at the centers and underdevelopment in the peripheral regions.
This lens works well for understanding the relationships between nations, but it becomes less
useful when one begins to acknowledge class relations within peripheral nations at the same time
as one acknowledges international relations. As this is a neo-Marxist theory, we must
acknowledge the exploitative class relations within the nation as we also work to understand
international exploitative relationships. Dependency theory can be a bit simplistic for this kind of
analysis. It has also been critiqued for focusing too much on state relationships and not enough
on capitalist organizations themselves, which expand beyond the nation (Friedmann & Wayne,
1977).
Touching on classical Marxist theory, the commodification of land relies on capitalist
enclosure. Enclosure is a process that is part of the larger process of capital accumulation
(DeAngelis, 2004). It is a space for the accumulation and hoarding of money to occur and is
usually presented in opposition to a “common.” Commons are usually presented as the binary
opposite to enclosures. They represent a space that is in opposition to how enclosures are
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defined. Commons represent a space in which a group of people collectively own a resource
rather than individuals privately owning resources. Massimo DeAngelis presents two different
kinds of spaces to enclose, or limits, and four different types of enclosures that capitalists use to
separate spheres of life and aid in the process of capital accumulation.
According to DeAngelis, limits as frontiers seek to colonize subjects and produce capital
“‘outside’ of existing capital’s domains.” Limits as political recomposition seek to enclose,
dismantle, and co-opt spaces that exist in opposition to capitalism or exist outside of capitalist
logic. Four types of enclosures include land and resources, urban spaces, social commons, and
knowledge and life. All of these are spaces, both within physical space and cyberspace, in which
people are separated and privatization occurs. Enclosures take resources from people who would
otherwise have them. They normalize capitalism and capitalist interactions while keeping
alternatives to capitalism out. Enclosures are a physical representation of a geographical and
ideological boundary. This idea is useful for understanding the ways in which capitalist
organizations use land and the separation of land to advance capitalist ideology and the
accumulation of capital.
This paper pushes forth the existence of a fifth type of enclosure. The tourist enclosure
exists to separate tourists and tourist laborers from other kinds of residents. Within this
enclosure, capitalist organizations are simultaneously imperialist organizations and work not
only to accumulate and extract capital, but to normativize the processes of capitalism and
imperialism. They establish the tourist laborer and the colonized “other” as a domestic worker
meant to serve the tourist, privatize land such as beaches that could otherwise be used as a
commons, and even glamorize capitalist logics and social relationships. This paper is not the first
to acknowledge an enclosure related to tourism. Despite not using this term, Marian Miller uses
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enclosure theory to discuss the degradation of resources due to the tourism industry in Jamaica
(2006). She is one of the few, if not the only, researchers to use enclosure theory to discuss
tourism. However, Miller only discusses enclosure in regard to the destruction of Jamaican
natural resources. She also discusses the privatization of natural resources for the sake of tourism
and the exclusion of Jamaican people from land such as beaches. This paper pushes forward and
uses enclosure theory to discuss the exploitation of people and the commodification of culture in
addition to the destruction and privatization of natural resources. It also seeks to take a more
active voice approach to discussing enclosure theory. Not only are land and people being
exploited, but there is a certain party seeking to exploit them and benefiting from this
exploitation.
The tourist enclosure is the neo-Marxist equivalent term for a tourist enclave, most
popularly used in Tourism Studies discourse. The benefit to the term “tourist enclosure” is that it
fully acknowledges the power dynamics at work within tourist bubbles and the degree to which
capitalism and imperialism has a role in shaping a tourist enclave.
Enclaves and enclosures mean nearly the same thing but are situated within different
fields of sociology. They are both zones that keep something in and something out. In the case of
this paper, both tourist enclosures and tourist enclaves keep tourists in, and people not affiliated
with tourists or the tourism industry out. When discussing enclaves, one is discussing a bubble of
experience. Tourist enclaves are discursively about maintaining a carefully curated aura. On the
other hand, enclosures are concerned with containing capital and normativizing exploitative
processes of capitalism. Stated another way, enclaves are about the processes of fantasy and
enclosures are about the processes of violence. In this paper, I use this nuance to differentiate the
tourist enclosure and the tourist enclave. There are other words that theorists use in place of
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enclaves. Some theorists discuss the tourist “bubble,” which I also use interchangeably with
“enclave” to illustrate the separative nature of the tourist enclave.
This paper attempts to consolidate enclave discourse from tourism studies and enclosure
theory from neo-Marxist thought into one paper and one argument. In tourism studies, tourist
enclaves or tourist bubbles are discussed as areas where tourists can forget their effects on the
environment and ignore the true nature of where they are visiting in favor of a curated gaze that
tourist organizations and agencies provide (Crick, 1989). This idea neglects the economic
advantages to tourist enclaves, such as keeping tourists from engaging with local businesses and
instead engaging with the foreign companies that own large resorts and theme parks. It also
neglects the political history of tourism and the ways in which tourist enclaves existed even
during imperialism to protect wealthier individuals from witnessing “social pollution.” Enclosure
theory helps drastically with these pitfalls.
Neo-Marxist thought can fill in the blanks of economic violence that sociologists
involved in tourism studies sometimes leave unsaid. It can also link the existence of tourism as a
capitalist structure with other capitalist systems that exist within the city. For example, tourist
enclosures would not exist in their current state without the existence of the enclosure of natural
resources. The enclosure of technology, which is a more metaphysical enclosure, promotes
tourists to pay extra for resources such as high-speed Internet or access to a business center.
However, enclosure theory is a metanarrative which neglects to regard tourists and people who
participate in capitalism at large as individuals with their own motives. It paints a picture of an
overall system while ignoring that which deviates from this system. Tourism studies writers have
discussed at length the ways in which tourists can diverge from mass tourism and decide for
themselves if they want to buy into the picture that has been painted for them.
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About Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic
Puerto Plata is a province and a city on the Northwestern coast of the Dominican
Republic. The Dominican Republic is located on the island of Hispaniola and shares this land
with Haiti. While first colonized by the Spaniards in 1492, they handed off the colony to France
in 1795 (Cruz, 2014). The French colonization of the Dominican Republic ended in 1809, which
began a brief period of independence for Dominicans. The Haitian colonization of the
Dominican Republic began in 1822. The Dominican Republic split off from Haiti in 1844,
marking the current Dominican Independence Day (Gates, 2011).
Over 90% of Dominicans have traceable African descent, but less 5% identify as black.
Most Dominicans self-identify as Indio, which is an identity centered around skin color rather
than ethnic background. The Dominican Republic has recently garnered a reputation for its
treatment of immigrants and the descendants of immigrants who are widely considered “black,”
or “Moreno,” by their residents. The majority of Dominican immigrants are Haitian born or of
Haitian descent (Belton, 2017). This is likely because while it is not the wealthiest country that
Haitians can immigrate to, it is the one where immigrants are most likely to attain a comfortable
quality of life. This, of course, is in spite of the statelessness that Haitian Dominicans are often at
risk of. Indeed, there is a long history of anti-Haitian an anti-black sentiment in the Dominican
Republic (Derby, 2012). This history includes Haiti occupying the Dominican Republic for
twenty-two years during the 1800s. Both countries at one point have been wealthier and more
cosmopolitan than the other (Belton, 2017; Derby 2012). Perhaps this is why most Dominicans
do not identify with blackness and instead have stronger ties to their national identity than to a
racial or ethnic identity.
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Summary of Maps
Blackbeard’s Resort is an adult only resort located in Puerto Plata in the neighborhood of
Costambar. Costambar is a neighborhood primarily of wealthy Dominicans, and American or
European and expatriates. This resort is by no means the most expensive in the city and a
standard single room will cost you $55 a night. The penthouse costs $119 per night. on the
homepage of their website, they highlight opportunities to meet beautiful women, participate in a
bikini contest, observe a wet T-shirt contest, and other party related festivities. Although the
resort is available to everyone who is 18 and older, the frequently asked questions page states
that guests over 65 years old fit in well and that they have many. on the page, they have a map of
Puerto Plata. On the bottom right there is a scale of the map and a short blurb about how
Columbus was the first visitor in the historical significance of Puerto Plata De San Felipe. The
map looks hand drawn. The website has another map entitled “Blackbeard's Fun Community.”
The map is smaller in area and centered around Costambar specifically. It has arrows pointed
towards various bars, cafes, restaurants, and recreational areas.

(Blackbeards, 2002)
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(Blackbeards, 2002)

The CheapCarribean.com map shows up on Pinterest and is sourced from
cheapcaribbean.com but appears to no longer be on the website. This map is of the entire
country. Three sections are highlighted. One highlighted section is labeled Puerto Plata, one is
labeled Samana, and one is labeled Cordillera Oriental, which is the name of a mountain range.
The latter section is the biggest, taking up almost half of the island. With the exception of one
building, the country is illustrated as full of nothing but grass and trees. Haiti is displayed on the
left side of the map in brown and a red car is pictured traveling from Haiti towards one of the
highlighted sections.
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(CheapCarribean.com, n.d.)

Lifestyle Styles Resort is a relatively high-profile tourist destination in Puerto Plata. They
are a capitalist organization and a subsidiary of Resort Condominiums International, which is
owned by Wyndham Destinations, headquartered in Orlando, Florida, and publicly traded in the
New York Stock Exchange. At the Santiago airport, two hours away from the city of Puerto
Plata, a giant billboard dedicated to the resort greets visitors as they disembark. At one of their
hotels, a one-bedroom suite costs $114 per night plus the cost of the all-inclusive pass. There is
an old map still indexed on the internet of the same resort labeled Lifestyle Hacienda. There is no
date on the map itself, but the same hotel was last referred to by this name in a TripAdvisor
review in 2007.
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(Lifestyle Hacienda Villas, Beach Resorts, and Spa, n.d.)

GoDominicanRepublic is a website run by Dominican Republic’s Ministry of Tourism.
The Ministry of Tourism is a bureaucratic agency of the Dominican Republic government
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responsible for promoting the tourist industry. They highlight fifteen of the country’s biggest
cities and tourist destinations. It promotes events, activities, attractions, and hotels in each area.
On this website is a map of the province of Puerto Plata highlighting key attractions,
accommodations, and sites of transportation. The map is exclusively of Puerto Plata and two
nearby major cities, Santiago and La Vega. There are more rural cities marked on the map in
smaller and thinner font. In red, highways stretch across the map. On the bottom right corner,
there is a large key. The map marks roads, highways, resorts, airports, marinas and harbors,
beaches, waterfalls, mountains, and many more activities. In the same brochure is another map of
the same style, but this time of the entire country. This map features only more major cities,
cruise ports, international and domestic airports, beaches, parks, major golf courses, notable
mountains, and places for whale spotting.

(Vicioso, 2020)
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(Vicioso, 2020)
The Travel-DominicanRepublic map seems to have originated on a website that no longer
exists. It is now found in two different places on the internet. One is an article about former
President of the Dominican Republic Danilo Medina on a Florida news site targeted at Spanish
speakers called el Sol de Florida. The other is a website intended for Russian travelers. The map
lays out every city and neighborhood in the area. In red are major roads and in black are minor
roads. The biggest church, in Central Park, is labeled with a cross and in the upper right-hand
corner is a list of various points of interest. The map names each major neighborhood. This is
definitely an old map since its original website is not around anymore. The entire map is in
Spanish. This is the only map in Spanish that has been used for this thesis.
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(Puerto Plata, n.d.)

Analysis
In this analysis, I first discuss how tourist enclosures and tourist enclaves can be
understood in relation to these maps. I then explore the commodification of culture and the
natural environment happening not only in the illustration of this map, but the places themselves.
Next, I detail the kinds of tourists that are most visible in these locations. Lastly, I describe the
familiar tourist and the hidden capitalist, both more elusive than the institutional and imperial
tourist.
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Tourist Enclosures and Enclaves
Using Friedmann and Wayne’s adaptation of dependency theory, we can understand that
tourists come to the Dominican Republic with the help of capitalist organizations, especially
multinational corporations, which exploit the labor and the land of less developed nations such as
the Dominican Republic. The maps present enclosed spaces in which tourists can interact with
exploited people in exchange for capital. As a result, each of these enclosed spaces are sites of
exploitation, capital accumulation, and the normalization of said exploitation and accumulation.
While some tourist enclosures and urban spaces overlap, like a space for privatized
transportation, most do not and keep the social spheres of tourists and residents separate. These
maps are full of the commodification of Dominican land. Each point, whether it be a beach,
mountain, or a park, is marketing to tourists as a “point of interest” and therefore a tourism
commodity. This commodification implies an exploitation between the capitalists commodifying
the land and the laborers who maintain each point of interest. The map marks roads, highways,
resorts, airports, marinas and harbors, beaches, waterfalls, mountains, and many more spaces.
These are all the sites of the processes of imperialism and capitalism.
Tourist attractions such as the harbor, the cable car, beaches, are shown in three of the
eight maps. They are attractions solely because of the fetishization and commodification of that
land, driving tourists to “sight-see.” This land has direct use value for the capitalist organizations
who profit from sight-seeing. Golf courses were illustrated in half of the maps. Golf courses are
sites of capitalism that are enclosed directly by capitalist organizations. Unlike beaches and
mountains, you must pay for access to the site rather than just transportation. For example, a golf
course green requires processes to the land around it such as deforestation and chemical lawn
treatment, which normativizes the destruction of land for the sake of commodification.
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Some maps include processes of capitalism that are not exclusive to the tourism industry.
One of the Blackbeard’s maps and the Travel-DominicanRepublic map illustrate residential
spaces such as water treatment facilities and neighborhoods. These are enclosures of land and
resources, which privatize natural resources and necessities. These spaces normativize the
control of resources by state or capitalizations and that their existence necessitates that residents
work for state or capitalist organizations in order to have access to the land and these resources.
The maps not only show capitalist processes, but imperialism at large. A map published
by CheapCarribean.com illustrates only one building in the entire country. Although Puerto Plata
is highlighted, only grass and trees occupy the space. The one enclosed space that the authors
display is a building labeled El Faro a Colon, which is the Columbus lighthouse. It’s located in
the capital of the Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo. This enclosed space is less about capital
accumulation and more about normativizing imperialism and reframing colonization as a
civilizing process rather than a destructive one. It also memorializes the origins of the
exploitation of the nation, illustrating and normativizing a process of the aggrandizement of
imperialist and capitalist organizations. Another map refers to the resort as “Lifestyle Hacienda,”
which is what Lifestyle Holidays used to be called. The word hacienda, which is Spanish for
plantation, directly plays into imperialist fantasies by recalling a time where colonized people
were legally, violently, and explicitly oppressed by capitalist imperialist organizations.
These maps also illustrate unique kinds of enclosures meant specifically to keep tourists
in. Two of the maps were centered around Lifestyle Holidays. This resort is an enclosed space
dedicated to capitalist accumulation and the normativization of imperial processes. The process
of imperialism specific to tourism is kept separate from other kinds of enclosures and capitalist
processes that residents are subject to. The omission of the city from these resort maps isolates
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their tourists and keeps them in their designated social sphere. Through the accumulation of
capital by the exploitation of domestic laborers at the resort, Lifestyle Holidays normativizes
servitude by colonized people. I would like to call spaces designed specifically to isolate tourists
in this manner “tourist enclosures.” Through processes such as marketing luxury events and
parties in these tourist enclosures, imperialist and capitalist organizations normativize an image
of servitude by colonized people.

Map pulled from the Ministry of Tourism’s website, courtesy of Google Maps

Through illustrating and partitioning spaces for the privatization of resources, the
commodification and fetishization of land, the isolation of tourists, and the aggrandizement of
the national history of being colonized, maps normativize enclosures and the processes of
capitalism that take place within these enclosures. They also uphold the separation of social
spheres that enclosures seek to maintain by showing tourists where to go and leaving out where
not to go. The map above shows hotels in Puerto Plata that have been listed on the Ministry of
Tourism’s website. This state actor has concentrated their endorsement of the accumulation of
capital in the coastal part of Puerto Plata. With the exception of one hotel, these tourist
enclosures serve to separate institutional tourists from the rest of Puerto Plata. The biggest
problem with this pattern is that the majority of the capital accumulated in these areas likely will
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not leave. As capital builds in enclosures owned by foreigners and does not pour back into the
community, economic leakage occurs. This means that the money earned on Dominican land by
Dominican labor will likely not stay in the Dominican Republic for long.
While numerous enclosures are illustrated within the maps I’ve chosen to analyze, only
two instances of tourist enclaves are included. The two Lifestyles maps are examples of perfect
tourist enclaves. Lifestyles is an all-inclusive resort that offers transportation to and from the
airport, lodging, food, and entertainment, and beach attractions at a single price. An imperfect
and incomplete enclosure would be Blackbeard’s resort, which does offer food and attractions
but not at a single price.
As Cabezas discusses extensively in her work and as discussed in the literature review,
tourist enclaves are hotspots for the sexualization of laborers. Both resorts offer events to
entertain guests which sexualize their employees. Lifestyles offers a weekly welcome party for
their VIP guests. There are at least dozens of pictures of this event available online in a
TripAdvisor Gallery (Trip Advisor, n.d.). There are also dozens available on my personal
Facebook gallery, since I have attended this gathering. There are not very many pictures on the
Lifestyles website itself, but since the event has been happening twice a week for many years, it
is not hard to gather visuals. For a portion of this party, their employees dance on a concert stage
in costumes loosely resembling Carnival festival attire. Some costumes are intended to be
humorous, some costumes are intended to loosely resemble cultural garments, and some eroticize
their wearers. While women hospitality workers wear colorful bikinis with feathers on their
backs and elaborate headwear, men are shirtless with tight pants. Instead of a shirt, they cover
their torso in sparkling body paint. Similarly, Blackbeard’s resort advertises the ability to meet
beautiful Dominican women on their homepage (Blackbeard’s, 2002). It is the first event
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highlighted. The second is a bikini contest, the third is a modified Miss Universe contest, and the
fourth is a wet t-shirt contest. To advertise their newsletter, they promise to send pictures of the
bikini contest, updates on events, and “and all the naughty bits [they] can't show you on the
website.” In this way, the sexualization of hospitality workers functions as part of both resort’s
attractions. This corresponds with Cabezas’ work on the eroticization of labor in all-inclusive
resorts in Cuba and throughout the Caribbean (Cabezas, 2006).

The Commodification of Culture and Natural Environment
In “Beyond Sun and Sand: Caribbean Environmentalisms,” Marian Miller establishes
tourism and the tourism industry as a way to commodify both the natural environment and
culture in Jamaica. Similarly, the tourism industry in the Dominican Republic commodifies both
the natural environment and the culture.
The commodification of culture occurs less in these maps of Puerto Platan tourism than
Miller describes in Jamaican tourism. However, it does occur during events hosted in the
locations illustrated. For example, both Blackbeard’s resort and Lifestyle resort host events in
which tourists witness performers dressed up in costumes loosely resembling Carnival regalia.
For Lifestyles, it is the weekly VIP welcome party. For Blackbeard’s, it is the “Mardi Gras”
party. Both resorts offer a sanitized and year-round version of the cultural festival known as
carnival for the tourist gaze.
On the GoDominicanRepublic website, the Ministry of Tourism lists cultural attractions
in the Puerto Plata province. These include museums, churches, theaters, baseball stadiums, rum
distilleries, factories, and sightseeing locations. While they are listed in depth on the website, on
the maps they are marked simply as points of interest, mountains, baseball, carnival, and cigar
tourism.
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In order to commodify their culture, the ministry of tourism first had to decide what they
considered a cultural site. It is interesting that they distilled their culture into three museums (two
of art, one dedicated to amber), a church, a baseball stadium, a few picturesque locations, the
ruins of the remnants of Spanish colonization, and the Brugal rum distillery. In order to
commodify culture and profit off of their cultural identity, this state organization chose to
represent its culture as one rooted in drinking, Catholicism, sports, having mountains, and being
colonized. This is an example of the curated tourist gaze. While not entirely representative of
authentic Dominican culture, the curated tourist gaze is able to show tourists a simplified version
of Dominican culture for the benefit of industry and mass institutionalized tourism.
The only other instances of the commodification of culture occur within the illustrations
of Dominican restaurants. Food is of great cultural value. Restaurants which offer it to tourists
with English menus and English-speaking servers are able to commodify their culture in a way
that restaurants intended for local residents do not.
The tourism industry commodifies the natural environment through creating attractions
for tourists to visit. We see this clearly in the GoDominicanRepublic maps in which beaches,
parks, hiking trails, and even places to spot whales are illustrated. The Ministry of Tourism
benefits from their promotion of the natural environment as a commodity. Detailing waterfalls,
mountains, and sites for diving and snorkeling, this government organization is using this map to
bring tourists in and allow capitalist organizations to profit from their arrival. By collecting taxes
from these capitalist organizations and also tourist taxes at the airport, the ministry of tourism is
able to profit both indirectly and directly from the arrival of tourists.
The Lifestyles map also works to commodify the natural environment through beachside
bars and restaurants. While the GoDominicanRepublic map tries to commodify an environment
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that is less groomed, Lifestyles works to commodify a version of the natural environment that
fits into the fantasy that they're selling. Pools are built closely to beaches and some of the
beaches are advertised as more private and exclusive. They feature restaurants and bars that fit
this narrative, such as the “V.I.P. Bar” and the “Sea la Vie.”

The Institutional and Imperial Tourist
Although much has been written about the institutional and mass tourist, much of the
literature exists in a vacuum ignoring the exploitative context in which they exist. The capitalist
organizations who frame the geography of Puerto Plata through these maps for tourists put the
tourists in a position of power over tourism laborers. As these maps work to normalize and
glamorize the processes of imperialism for the tourist gaze, tourists become part of the imperial
process. Tourists stand to benefit from the commodification of land and labor through
experiencing luxury and relaxation products and activities.
This is most prevalent in the two Lifestyle maps. The full name of the resort, Lifestyle
Tropical Beach Resort & Spa, and the fact that the capitalist organization Wyndham Destinations
emphasizes spa and beach side relaxation necessitates that they eliminate the appearance of
social crisis and class antagonism. However, that doesn't mean these things are not present.
There is certainly a power relationship between the people who enjoy the property and the
people who work to maintain the property.
As enclosures of land and resources exist to coerce residents into allowing their labor to
be exploited by capitalists and state organizations, tourists benefit from this exploited labor
within tourist enclaves. By catering to tourists within their bubbles such as golf courses, beaches,
restaurants, and hotels, imperialist and capitalist organizations incentivize tourists to remain
complacent within these power relationships. Through experiencing luxury in a mass tourism
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institution named Lifestyle Hacienda, its former name, tourists are complicit not only in modernday imperialism, but the aggrandizement of imperial legacies.
Based on other maps, not all tourists are expected or encouraged to participate in imperial
power relationships. A distinction should be made between tourists who participate in the
legacies of imperialism and tourists who are complicit in capitalism without imperialist
implications. Tourists who benefit from tourist enclaves like Lifestyle Holidays, or Lifestyle
Hacienda, are institutional tourists. Other variations of tourists exist and have been written about,
such as the “drifter” and “explorer,” who might not engage in imperialism as directly as the
institutional tourist.
Institutional tourists are not only characterized by their activities, but also the kind of
organization that brings them to Puerto Plata. Two other maps had clear imperialist motivations
in their origin or illustration. Both the GoDominicanRepublic map and the CheapCaribbean.com
map encourage, normalize, and aggrandize imperialism in different ways.
GoDominicanRepublic is a website run by Dominican Republic’s Ministry of Tourism.
The Ministry of Tourism is a bureaucratic agency of the Dominican Republic government
responsible for promoting the tourist industry. In other words, this is a state organization
responsible for supporting and promoting capitalist organizations and their enclosures. The
website describes Puerto Plata as the birthplace of tourism in the Dominican Republic. In its
brief overview of the country’s history, it describes Christopher Columbus as “savvy.” We see
here that this state organization is concerned with the process of framing colonization and
imperialism as a friendly and pleasant process rather than a violent, destructive, and alienating
one. Their map illustrates the possibilities of travel throughout the region via highways but
emphasizes travel to the region via airport and cruise line. Both the airports and the cruise lines
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that operate in and around Puerto Plata are owned by multinational corporations located in North
America and Europe.
This state organization is concerned with promoting capitalist organizations that will
accumulate and extract capital from the Dominican Republic. As we have previously established,
there are not many Dominicans at the managerial levels of the tourism industry in the Dominican
Republic. Because the headquarters of these multinational corporations are not located in the
country, there likely are not very many Dominicans in executive or shareholding positions either.
Despite this fact, the Ministry of Tourism aligns itself with these multinational capitalist
organizations and openly displays complacency with their imperial nature. This map works to
normalize the extraction process and convince tourists that they stand to benefit from this
relationship through listing tourist enclosures where they will be catered to.
The CheapCarribean.com map also works to normativize imperialism to its tourist
audience by only displaying El Faro a Colon, which was previously discussed as an enclosure
meant to normativize imperialism and reframe colonization as a civilizing process rather than a
destructive one. El Faro a Colon is a space where tourists are encouraged to go and participate in
this process. In doing so, they become complacent in imperialism and its legacies.

The Familiar Tourist and The Hidden Capitalist
Discussed far less in tourism studies is what I would like to call the “familiar tourist”
because of the implied familiarity that this discursive group has with the language and culture of
the region. The Travel-DominicanRepublic map illustrates a close spatial relationship between
familiar tourists and residents. The points of interest listed for tourists are places that residents
would also go, such as the city market and the National Police Station. While enclosures are
meant to separate different spheres of life, the familiar tourist is encouraged to occupy enclosures
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intended for residents and are not informed of places that the imperial tourist would go. There is
no cost or barrier to entry to many of these points, so the accumulation of capital does not occur.
Contrary to the experience of mass tourists, what familiar tourists experience is less curated
because the communication gap that Cohen describes no longer exists. While tourists who don't
speak Spanish may only have access to tourist literature and maps written for them and in their
language, familiar tourists have an easier time accessing and understanding materials intended
for people who reside where they are visiting.
Nevertheless, familiar tourists are still subjected to the processes of normativizing the
privatization of land and resources. This is the only map so far that has fallen outside of the
imperial tourist audience.
Shielded from view are the individuals and organizations who curate tourist literature,
publications, and maps. While restaurants, attractions, and hotels are illustrated in the maps, it is
the people who serve tourists and are exploited by capitalist organizations who are seen rather
than the capitalists themselves. Capitalists exist prominently on the maps in terms of letting
tourists know who published them, but they are unavailable for direct interaction. In the case of
The Blackbeard’s and the Lifestyles maps, these organizations are central to the maps function.
The Blackbeard’s map details how to get to sites such as the pharmacy, the bar, and the gift shop.
More importantly, it displays how to return. Oppositely, the Lifestyles map illustrates the resort
as an enclave. It does not detail how to leave the property or how to return if you leave. There are
no directions for how to get to the pharmacy or an off-site bar because those things exist within
the pristine and curated bubble that they illustrate. This map’s intention is to contain people and
capital. If one is looking for more things to do, they can pay more money to access more
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attractions. The VIP and Chairman Circle are two higher tiers that the run of the mill Lifestyles
tourist is not allowed to access.
Despite there being a map, it is impossible to “find” the hidden capitalist. In this way,
capitalists exist as puppeteers or the people behind the curtain. They direct mass tourists to
attractions, transportation, and lodging and they profit from this direction. If one were to seek out
the hidden capitalist via an administrative office or lobby, they would only be directed to more
attractions by a concierge behind the desk.
Apart from being physically hidden, the concept of an organization curating an
experience is hidden from view. This is crucial to maintaining the fantastical aura that a tourist
enclave such as Lifestyles provides. That is to say that tourists are not reminded that the
experience is curated and created with them in mind. Instead, it simply “is,” as if the island exists
and has always existed for their consumption.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the maps targeted at tourists of Puerto Plata incite complacency within the
processes of economic imperialism. This is a crucial finding because tourist maps are a trusted
source of information about the country for newcomers. Tourist maps are not always just
informational but can also function as keepsakes so that vacationers can remember their stay and
tell their friends and family about it. When this trusted source of information fails to adequately
contextualize the processes of colonization and imperialism in the Dominican Republic, tourists
are allowed to remain ignorant about the true nature of the social dynamics within the country.
However, they are also eyewitnesses to the same social dynamics. A major concern is that these
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eyewitnesses can go back to their friends, family, and co-workers and explain that these social
dynamics are unproblematic and not exploitative. As this narrative grows and spreads, the
“hidden capitalist” remains hidden and so does the economic imperialism rampant and the
tourism industry.
The economic imperialism that takes place is in the shape of foreign investment,
exotification and fetishization of local people, exploitation of labor for the purposes of
accumulating capital, and the commodification of culture and natural resources. Economic
imperialism is not new to the region, nor is the exploitation of Dominican land and labor. These
processes have occurred since the colonization of Hispaniola by the Spanish in the 1400s.
The Dominican Republic government does their best to capitalize on this exploitative
process by encouraging foreigners to come into the country and taxing them when they get here.
Dominican citizens also do their best to benefit from the tourist industry by using possible
careers in hospitality for upward class mobility. by learning English and being adept at customer
service, any Dominican can land what is seen as a respectable job in a hotel or resort. This is
preferable to an agricultural job in a hot field, a manufacturing job in a factory, or other kinds of
manual labor.
While women especially take advantage of the opportunities afforded to them by the
tourism industry, they are also taken advantage of. The sexualization of Dominican women is
openly advertised and encouraged in tourist enclosures. We have also established that tourist
laborers are encouraged to seem sexually or romantically available for the sake of their jobs.
This means that while the tourist industry is sapping money from the Dominican
Republic and destroying and privatizing their natural resources, Dominicans stand to marginally
benefit from this process. This is not to say that the Dominican Republic would not be better off
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without this foreign-investment and World Bank driven industry. No country stands to benefit
more from being exploited than from not being exploited. Exploitation is never beneficial overall
to the party on the receiving end. However, many livelihoods rely on and have relied on the
crumbs that foreign investors throw back at the Dominican Republic, its government, and its
people.
The question that remains is whether or not tourists should be implicated for the capitalist
and imperialist processes that they support. While they did not build the hotels, destroy the
forests, or taint the beaches, and while they do not directly exclude Dominicans from their own
land and resources, they do benefit from and provide monetary support to these violences.
Similarly, while not all tourists are sex tourists, the casual sexualization of Dominican tourist
workers within these tourist spaces begs the question of whether or not people who are motivated
to come to the Dominican Republic to admire or engage physically or romantically with local
people should be seen as sex tourists. If so, we must then question the ethics of this kind of
tourism.
This work would not be possible without the extensive literature written on tourism,
sexualization, and the commodification of land and labor done by Amalia Cabezas
(2004;2006;2008). This paper exists in conversation with her work and to it, this paper adds anticapitalist theory mainly rooted and Marxist and neo-Marxist thought such as that of Harriet
Friedmann and John Wayne, Christian Fuchs, and Massimo DeAngelis (1977;2019;2007). This
paper also exists in conversation with the pivotal work in tourism studies done by Erik Cohen,
John Urry, and Dean MacCannell (1972;1992;2011). Finally, this paper expands previous work
regarding the commodification of culture and the natural environment done by Marian Miller in
Jamaica to include one more Caribbean country (2006).
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All of these works are incredibly important to the field of sociology and I felt like they
had been narrowly missing each other. This paper ensures that all of these authors are directly in
conversation with one another. My argument hinges on their interconnectedness regarding the
tourism industry in the Dominican Republic and the ways in which maps are used to further the
exploitation of the Dominican Republic through this industry.
One big limitation of this research is the limited data on economic leakage out of the
Dominican Republic. Economic leakage is the money that leaves the country due to foreign
investors profiting from Dominican industry. While many sources allude to the existence of
economic leakage, most of what they cite is twenty to thirty years old. This lack of data has led
to a lack of quantitative evidence of economic imperialism in the tourism industry. As a result,
this research hinges on theory and qualitative content and discourse analysis. Also lacking is data
on the monetary contributions from foreign governments and corporations. These topics should
be explored further in quantitative study. A theoretical approach not in this paper is a Marxist
perspective on social roles, or “character-masks.” This too could be discussed in future writings.
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